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About This Game

New York, 1955. It's become dangerous in the city. The mafia is trying to seize power. But recently, a new force appeared. A
far more terrible force. Over the last few days, five mafia bosses have disappeared in mysterious circumstances. A strange

liquid and a butterfly were found at the scenes of the disappearances. But this isn't what scared the citizens... Children started to
disappear in the city. All of them drew exactly the same butterflies before they disappeared. This forced detectives and

journalists alike to start their investigations.

• A bonus chapter in the underground city.
• An integrated strategy guide.

• Collections, morphing objects, trophies, and bonus puzzles.
• Wallpapers, concept art, soundtracks and much more.
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still not great but makes much more sense and things seem to work at least like they should. The translation is still very off,
there's quite a few bugs, i can't really tell if they are game-breaking because I think i managed to finish it.

Best I can come up with the game is a real time post apocalyptic train rougelite-like adventure. It's less like Transarctica and
more like FTL on a train. You choose a path across several stations to reach the end point of the map. The stations and map
seem randomly generated, which is nice. At stations depending on the type, you can get missions, buy items and weapons or
repair your train. There might be more to do but the translation is iffy. In betwen stations the train drives along the track, there
are a few stations to keep an eye on to keep the train in good health. You simply have to click on them to assign a worker. In
these driving segments you are hit with random dialog events. Some lead to combat or items, some I haven't been able to make
heads or tails of. The combat is a bit hectic as you either have to manually target your guns or assign someone to fire control.
Items also need a worker assigned to the station to be used. All this while still doing the things to drive the train normally. It's
not especially rewarding but not more frustrating than some of the fights in FTL.. Let me begin with the positives, as that won't
take long. The clothing damage that displays on your character's paperdoll is a nice touch. Also, it was a nice nod to RPG
tradition that many cabinets and dressers have items you can take.

The game itself feels like a slog right from the beginning. It reminded me of the old scool RPGs that weren't fun, where even
the first battles would take a long time, and you had to grind just to have any chance of keeping up, Couple this with art that's
not impressive, as well as text formatting errors that render what's already a poor translation literally unreadable in many panels,
and there's not much to enjoy about this game. Additionally, the H material being shoved in (not just a figure of speech) right at
the outset both takes away the element of player choice and makes the idea of the main character being a chosen one heroine
seem completely absurd. I'm fine with ryona elements, but I prefer when they result from what the player does, instead of being
lazily forced in no matter what.

Edited after update: The issue with text going outside the text box has been mostly taken care of. Although the update caused a
new problem for some users where all text appeared as squares. (To solve this issue, select the third option from the title menu,
then the first option.) I still would suggest many other games before this one.. Jolly Rover is a fun little classic point & click
style adventure game. You play as James Rover, a dog who wants to be a clown but ends up becoming a pirate (yaaaar!). if you
are familiar with this genre, then you probably know exactly what to expect - the game isn't breaking any huge molds. But what
it does, it does well. None of the puzzles are too hard - if anything, most are too easy - but I thought the difficulty balance was
OK (there is even a hint system available if you do get stuck). The game is also very short (5 hours or so). But if you are a fan of
this genre, I think you should give it a go. The graphics are nice (though the lack of a hi-res option is lamentable), and the
dialogue and voice work are good. The game is pretty funny as well. But it's definitely not for everyone. I wholly recommend it
to anyone, like me, who cut their teeth on classic Sierra and Lucasarts adventure games. For anyone else, it might not be up your
alley... but I do think it's worth checking out.. 10\/10 game to chill
though some puzzles can be quite irritating to complete.
For me i've seen walkthroughs that uses the spells intended for the puzzle.
However, i just yolo-ed and fire off bouncing spells and somehow clears the puzzle :^) EZ
. Has promise and glimpses of glory, but in the end it falls short.

Compared to Farming Simulator 15, it has some wonderful bright spots that were enough to keep me playing it for awhile. The
brightest spots were that you start off as a small farm, with minimal buildings that you can upgrade. For example, you cannot
start off storing just all the grain you want of any type, you start off with wheat storage, and have to build bins for the rest and
can upgrade them to hold more capacity. The rest of the buildings work in a similar fashion.

The other biggest selling point is you start off as a novice farmer with poor skills. There is a category for just about everything,
and as you perform each skill, such as harvesting, you become better at harvesting making your combine perform with less grain
loss. You get similar bonuses for each other category.

Farm Expert has a few other minor improvements over Farming Simulator. It feels like a bit more of a simulation. It actually
shows you climbing up your tractor instead of magically appearing inside it as you do with Farming Simulator. In Farm Expert,
you also cannot jump out of your tractor when it is moving. There are other little things too, like you actually have to go to a
store to buy seed\/fertilizer for your farm storage instead of always having an endless supply at your farm. Also, in Farm Expert
you can actually miss the wagon and dump your entire combine load on the ground. Farming Simulator 15 will not let you make
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this mistake. Another nice feature is when plowing, it actually shows furrows in the field, and you can actually plow with a
wheel in the furrow and it tilts the tractor at an angle as it would in real life. It also has realistic detection for the ground you are
working in a field. In Farm Simulator, even if you drive in a crazy curvy circle around the field, the ground you work shows up
behind you in either a straight line across the field, perpendicular, or a 45 degree angle in between. With Farm Expert, it
actually shows the curves while working the ground and that made me giddy.

At this point, it actually sounds like an amazing game, and it would be, but then you start to notice the problems. Like when I go
to put down my cultivator at the main farm on the concrete pad, as I lower it before detaching, I see the blades disappear under
the concrete. Then I look over at my plow, and it is also slightly sitting below the concrete. There are some other physics
problems too. Like when I parked my tractor at the edge of the field while harvest, parallel to the field, it slid sideways very
slowly and ended up in the middle of the field by the time I was done harvesting. There was barely any slope at all to the field. I
actually thought it was flat until this started to happen and then I noticed the slight grade.

It is more than just that mistake too. While plowing slightly downhill, if you stop with the plow still in the ground, the tractor
still rolls forward at a noticeable speed. This is very troubling because in real life, it would have to be a very, very steep slope for
this to happen, probably something like a black or double black diamond ski slope. Maybe even steeper. It does this for all
equipment, not just a plow. There is something very wrong with the physics engine in this game.

Another minus for this game is the lack of major equipment brands, but this might not bother you so much. They do have some
minor brands, but for some, like the base combine you can buy, it is generic green with no brand name on it at all. I was so
happy about the other features of this game that I overlooked this aspect of the game until other problems started to show.

Overall, it is a good game, and if they continue to make improvements and possible fix the physics, it would be an amazing
game. However Farming Simulator 15 is already a better game, and without the wonderful community of mod support that
Farming Simulator 15 has, I just cannot recommend Farm Expert 2016.
. Very nice game, but no one plays it. I bought it for multiplayer, and haven't had an online match yet.. 

Check out our Steam Curator Page
 and Website for even reviews and exclusive content!

Basically Football Manager for Gladiators, a selection of menus and forms, on a scale of rip-roaring excitement to a mix
of Microsoft excel and emails forwarded from your grandmother, it\u2019s closer to the latter, however that being said i
found it really \u201cfun\u201d, If you enjoy manger type games you will enjoy this menu heavy simulator, and find
yourself playing \u201cjust one more turn\u201d.

This mini review is part of "10 Steam Games that are barely PC Games"
https:\/\/bluntlyhonest.review\/2019\/03\/14\/10-steam-games-that-are-barely-pc-games\/. This is exactly what it says it
is and looks like. Every word in the short blurb up there is completely true. There's a generous demo available.

But what you can't see from the screenshots is that the sound design and music are both excellent.. I have played 100
minutes of this game so far, just starting chapter 6.

This is the first time i'm playing a text-based adventure game and I must say I'm hooked. So far, I've been reading an
awesome story filled with posibilities and a slight flair of humor. You feel like most decisions you make really changes
some aspects of the game.
For the amount of money this game costs, I'd say you shouldn't be afraid of getting ripped of if you're new to these types
of titles. If you've played games like these before, then definitely don't hesitate!

Will be buying more of these titles from the developers.. Carries the absolutely GREAT industrial feel of the first game,
while also adding in new elements such as more pronounced choral elements and sombre piano which almost reminds
me of Bloodborne, albeit in a much different timbre.
Bought it to support IPL after finding out why the main game is episodic; felt bad that I had purchased it on sale as a pre-
order with a coupon for owning the first one... Felt they deserved more of my money for the artistic dedication they put
into making such a compelling adventure, indeed with everything they produce. Will be sure to review the game itself
fully, once I can make a more educated opinion on it. I've only but scratched the surface of this reborn, esoteric world
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that is the Town-on-Gorkhon :-)

Cheers IPL, I hope you guys are able to finish up the other storylines, which I will be purchasing as soon as they're
announced. I hope you guys can pick up the pieces of your company and continue to make great games that strike out
against the norm. You are a shining beacon in a world of faceless tradegians, and I am Bound to you by the Lines.
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I absolutely love this tool! It has always been one of my goto VR apps. It is the most humanly intuitive 3D model creation tool
that I have experienced. And I have experienced them all. My favorite was walking into the first VR arcade in my city and
seeing a very interesting blocky 3D plastic print on display. I asked them how they made it and they told me they used
SculptrVR!. This game looks to have alot of potential. I had a bit of fun with it but since it's not in English yet I stopped playing
it. Lots of character dialogue where you need to make choices and guessing only gets you so far lol. Battle system is really fun
can't wait for the full release.. Quite an interesting music game that also involves shooting and dodging projectiles from time to
time.. Little ancient but still worth playing

Steampunk shooter with some building climbing 10\/10. This game feels like someone's first foray into building games.
Unfinished, without polish, haphazardly put together and clearly copying Rayman games, word for word. Originality? None.
Optimized? Not at all, frame rate capped at 30 and feels slugish. Platforming? Suffering as a result, jumping is closer to
floating.

1\/10 Just go play Rayman instead.

. I've been looking for a simple Sokoban game since I used to enjoy it back on the Commodore64, but most games I found
always just added too much to the simple formula. What I like about this Sokoban game is that it keeps the level design very
simple with the circles and boxes. The music is a nice addition and I like that when you retry a level, the music and background
changes for each attempt.

There are a few things that could definitely be improved as others have mentioned. I would most like to see:
- An option to turn the moving background off, it can be distracting and as I get motion sick easily from things like this, I'd
rather an option to just have a static background.
- A screen showing which stages you've completed and how many are left
- Achievements would be a nice addition

Other than that it's a nice little Sokoban game for the cheap price, so I would recommend it.
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